groups played each other, and used that information to the caret package, written by Kuhn (2008) .
203
The neural network -a non-parametric model - The Bayesian framework was the last major modeling paradigm considered. Similar to South et al.
(2017), we use a linear model to predict the outcome, but in this case allowed for team-specific precisions (note that a model with team-specific regression coefficients was also tested, but is not reported as it was inferior to the model presented below). The model specification is as follows:
where y ij is the predicted point difference for team 262 i on game j, and p is the number of predictors in 263 the model (with the predictors being those identified 264 by penalized regression). Each team was assigned its 265 own precision (τ i ). in the modern era of college football, it is common 287 for teams to pay lesser opponents to play road games 288 at their venues, meaning the home/away status of a 289 game is not necessarily independent of team quality 5 .
290
The models were trained and validated after taking 291 this approach, but to understand the implications of 292 the random assignment of "team" and "opponent," 293 we repeated the random assignment process a total 294 of 50 times. To minimize the computational burden, 295 the initial tuning parameters (chosen from the first 296 random assignment) were retained and the models 297 were re-fit according to these parameters. The sub- Table 2 gives the average root mean squared 381 error across the 50 random assignments of "Team" 382 and "Opponent," as well as the overall prediction rate 383 according to the first random assignment. and talent metrics, we were able to identify a subset 404 that contained information to predict the outcome of 405 NCAA football games. We did a survey of linear, non- in which most approaches are proprietary given the 441 prospect for financial or reputation gain. and suggestions that resulted in a more comprehen-446 sive, sound paper.
